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News
SU shows desire for peace, hope for future
2

ERICA TERENCE
Staff Reporter

Brian Johnson joined

set up, and many disappeared
quickly in searchof wannerair.
The event was originally scheduled to take place on whatever day
theUnited States attackedIraq,but
when that day turned out to be the
Thursday of finals week, the organizerspostponed it until last week.
LaurenLake, a key organizer for
the event, would haveliked to col-

McLaughlin and Wells on
Seattle University's Quad hasn't his guitar for a song called
seen so many people with one com- "Prayer of Peace," based
mon purpose since last year's Se- on a Navajo prayer.
nior Streak. Hundreds of students
Amoment ofsilence was
assembledto"wagepeace"overthe observed for "all those afcrackleof a microphone lastThurs- fected by the war"before
day at 5:30 pm as a dusky chill the Coalition for Global
settled in.
Concern took the stage.
The event was organized by the
Brian Shelton-Kelly
Coalition forGlobal Concern, Am- spoke onthe Iraqi Warfrom
nestyInternational, and therecently his perspectiveas a history
formed Peace Fellowshipof Seattle major. He posed the quesIIniversity.Membersofeach group tions to the crowd, "How

led a segment of the rally.
Acoustic guitar music faded out
to emcee Mary Washington of
Amnesty, who introduced Mary
Emily Wells andKerryMcLaughlin
fromthe Peace Fellowship.

laborate withUniversity administration on sponsoring and organizing the rallyso that an organization
without a clear political label could
draw support fromotherparts ofthe
campus community. Campus wide
warconsciousness campaigns,however,have sparked controversy on
other campuses,such as University

will this war be remembered?How willtheUnited
States be remembered?
"It was ironic. Iwas on
this4rip to build houses in
Tijuana and people there

Washington.

But Wells and McLaughlin
weren't shy about taking a stance
now is the time forpeacemanifest, could build houses and
on the issue. They made handouts
"First, don't be discouraged," with a list of ten ways to wage
peace lived. Peacemay seemlike a bomb houses at the same time,"
ThenJeff Wozniak from Amnesty
worthy ideal without much sub- Shelton-Kelley said. He reminded spoke of his concerns abouthuman Chamberlin said. He went on to peace, which were available at the
stance,but we're here believingthat his audience of the dailypeace vig- rights violations in times ofwar and describethe wartheUnitedStatesis Peace Fellowship table.
our choices and voices matter," ils from Ipm to 1:15 in the Quad. Theresa Parsley, also of Amnesty, presently engagedin as illegal,imOn thelist were startingrespectWells said.
He was followed by a poemfrom shared a poem about sorrow and moral, oppressive,andunnecessary. ful conversations with people of
"Nonviolence isn't about being Dieny Aras.From there the crowd terror since September1lth.
He encouraged students to read, differingopinions or wearing a paJohn Kennedyandhisguitarlifted listen, and analyze alternative news per clip to show your support for
passive," she reminded."It's about lurched throughan offkey but spirtakingactions,askingquestions,it's itedrendition of PeteSeeger's "If I the crowd's voices in Cat Stevens' sources, then to strategize and en- peace.Wells, whoputs a paper clip
about being a witness."
gage in active communication on her pants pocket every morning
had a Hammer." Students and fac- "Peace Train" lyrics.
closure,
spoke
ulty
struggled
on the nonviolent
to control their
In
to renew her commitment to nonWells
Professor Gary around them.
As the rally ended,students dis- violent action for peace,explained
tradition while McLaughlin paral- numbedfingersenoughtogrip their Chamberlin from the Theology deleledWells' speech with a poem by candles and keep the wicks lit partment emphasized three things persed around the informational
against the wind.
Denise Leverton.
to remember:
tables the three organizationshad
See Rally page 5

"We gather here today because

ABBY LAXA / STAFFPHOTOGRAPHER

wonderedhow Americans Students turn out innumbersfor theSUpeace rally.

Constuction under way in— the SUB
MEGAN LEE

StaffReporter

The gutting of the building formerly known as the Student Union

has begun.
As you can hear, building the
new School of Theology and Ministry is progressing; and the 're-

modeling ceremony', orgroundre-

-r-as itis being called is expected

STM expects to movein andhave a

breaking party,for the new STMis by the end of 2003. The target building 'oftheir own.
planned for April 28 at 4 p.m.
move-in date is Christmas 2003,
See SUB page 3
Completion ofHunthausen Hall- and by Winter Quarter 2004 the

INTERNATIONAL DEVELOPMENT INTERNSHIPPROGRAM

Applications are now beingaccepted lor the Iall Class of the International

Development InternshipProgram Students must be of juniorstandingby the 1 all of
2W3 to appl) to the program.
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International placement sites are available in Africa, Asiaand both Central and South
America.

Applications must he turnedin to the Director'soffice at Lovola 508b\ April 21,
2003. Inteniews are required of all applicants.
Application packets can be obtained at Lo\ola 51)8 .
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Importance of excellent teaching questioned
JEAN WAHLBORG
Staff Reporter

A required"demonstratedexcel-

lence in teaching" foraprofessor to
receive tenuremay beremovedfrom
the faculty's handbook, according
to the Office of the Provost. This
suggestion hasled to a flurry of emails from staff and faculty that
stressthe importance of goodteaching.
The situation began when the

tin's

Councilrecommendedfour

isions to the Faculty Handbook

Revision Committee (FHRC), in-

—

cluding the removal of a line in
section 5.6(c) consideration for
—
tenurecriteria that reads, "In particular, a necessaryconditionoftenure at Seattle University is the

individual's demonstrated excellence inteaching."This recommendationcame inthe formofan e-mail

memorandum from Bob Dullea of
theOffice of theProvost on March

Entitled"Elements ofFaculty Qual- mention in section.3- However,
proposed
ity," section3 presents "guidelines someof the staffhere do notbelieve
to the
change was John Topel, SJ of the for individuals underconsideration the callforexcellence inteachingas
department of Theology and Reli- for faculty appointment,promotion criteria for tenure is redundant.
gious Studies. Topel composed a or tenure." One of theseguidelines
Agreeing withFr. Topelis Arthur
letter toProvostJohnEshelman stat- reads, 'The primary role of each Fisher, dean of the Matteo Ricci
ing his reasons for opposing the
College and
policy change, which he also forAssociate
warded to all Arts and Sciences
Professor in
faculty.
a
the History
"This change took my breath
department.
a
a
away and filled me with anger,"
Eshelman wrote."Thereis acritical
Loh's email.
mass of faculty (and deans) who
Fisher wrote,
want to turn SeattleUniversity into
to
a research university, or at least so
mute its identity as a teaching university thatit wilIineffect prioritize

April 1.
One opponent

"The issue is... about drift
away from clear identity as
university that gives an
unmistakable priority
excellent teaching."

research over teaching. That is the
clearest effect of the change proposed for the Criteria in 5.6," he
explained. In response, Wallace
Loh. deanof theCollegeof Artsand
Sciences, also sent an email to all
Arts and Sciences faculty. In his
emailhe writes thatteachingexcellence willnot beremovedas a criteria for tenure, and that this was a
misinterpretation.Lohexplains that
line 5.6(r) is being considered for
editing becauseitalreadyreferences

Thee-mail states that the FHRC
had already determined the change
to be "of major importance," according to Dullea. The memo was
then forwarded to all full-time SU
faculty forreview and response by section 3 of the faculty handbook.

Arthur Fisher, Dean of the
MatteoRicci College

but rather
about a drift
away from a

Seattle University faculty member
is to educate students through excellencein teaching."
Loh concluded,"The retention or
deletionof [section 5.6(c)] has no
practical effect on tenure criteria."
Headded that heis unsure why it is
even being proposed for deletion
and concludes that perhaps it is redundant because of the previous

clear identity as a university that

vate, primarily liberal arts institution, there's definitely a push to

move towards a research institution, something moreanalogous to
UW," undergrad representative for
the University Rank and Tenure
Committee Aaron Van Dyke said.
Van Dyke feels that SU's smaller
enrollment size is why students
choose to come here and not UW.
"Ithink the majority of students
pick SeattleUniversity becausethey
wanted more interaction with
professors... That's why Ithink it's
so important for them toemphasize
teaching excellence," Van Dyke

said. Van Dyke feels the policy line
in question should be left in the

handbook.
"Ithink the fact that theyrepeat it
shows thatthey care about itandit's
important to them. Ithink that this
line inthis paragraphsays thatabove

..

gives an unmistakable priority to all, we prize excellent teachers at
excellent teaching."
Seattle University," he concluded.
Thefateof'teachingexcellence"
The concern for staff opposing
the changeinpolicyseems to bethe as stated in the criteria for tenure in
conflict between SU as a teaching the faculty handbook has not yet
university versus a researchuniver- been decided and remains under
sity, like the University of Wash- review by theOffice oftheProvost.
ington.
ProvostJohnEshelman wasunavail"Even though we're a small, pri- able for comment.

SUB: Construction underway to change building into theology mecca
From vave 2

The overall plan is intended

Thecuttingedgebuilding,situated
on thenorthendof campus where
the SC was, will be named in
honor of Archbishop Raymond
G.Hunthausen.Hunthausenis the

former ArchbishopofSeattle who
retired in 1991.
"There is not a better name for
this facility," Fr. Steven V.
Sundborg, S.J., president of SU

ing, and working that will affect

said in the December press release. "We all know Hunthausen
for his moraland spiritualleadership, and in particular, for his
ecumenical leadership. Thisbuild-

ing manifests the stature of the
school and its importance to the
mission of SU."

to

create a comfortable, warm, welcoming atmosphere and an aestheticallypleasingvenuethat would
encourage allstudents to visitand
hang out. This is an effort to improve the STM's relationship and
involvement withthe studentbody.
"Tobuild a homefor theSTM at
this time inits history is incredibly
important. The new home will be
anenvironmentfor learning,teach-

thecourse ofministryin thenorthwest for years to come," Bill
Malcomson, Co-chair of the cam-

paign committee, stated.
The project of making the SUB
into the STM is expected to cost

The former Student Union Building is being revamped to house the
TheologyDepartment.

TheSTM at SU was originally
conceived to provide graduatelevel theological courses for ment. The plan of HunthausenHall rooms inside.
Upon entry people willsee the
Catholic layministry. They then is to meet the needs of the STM's
partnered with Protestant leaders expandingprogramsanddiversena- "open and inviting" reception
in 1996 to expand the program ture. It will be the first time the area. The grand lobby and first
and serve a more diverse reli- STM will have its own building. floor will feature a bright, open
giouscommunity. AsofDecem- Right now the STM staff are scat- area intended to clearly indicate
2002 theSTM had more than tered around in five buildings on where various functions are located, and at the same time "lead
core and adjunct faculty mem- andoff campus.
rs and 250 students, about half
"The consolidation of activities the eye down to an increasingly
ofwhichare Catholicandhalf are and offices into one building will wider hallway/gallery".
help tocreatea senseof community
The lobbyplan is designed to
Protestant.
"It is fun to walk byeach day," and cohesion among students and reflect both the cultural and de-

«r

faculty," Fallon mentioned.
nominational diversity ofSU.The
Thedesign ofthis impressivenew first floor is designed toaugment
building on the SU campus is in- the flexibility and multiple uses
tendedtobe an "ecological-friendly of the 'new' building, not only to
buildingwithintegratedinteriorand showcase the lobby, but also to
exterior spaces." The entrance to act as an invitation to the two
the Hunthausen Hall will feature a seminar rooms, the student coma politicalsensitiv- wider, more generous entry. This munity room and the "high-tech
f fortheissues, and aloveforall eye-catching entry is planned to tie classroom."
The second floor will be dediskillfully the STM building to the
fected."
Fallon feels naming the build- Chapel of St. Ignatius, as well as to cated to office space for the staff
and faculty of theSTM. The prog in Hunthausen's honor will the adjacent campusgreen.
holdthe STM to a modelofminPlanned architectural enhance- posedspecial features of the secistry that can help to "serve,chal- ments will includea glass front; this ond floor include a "warm and
lengeandheal churches,commu- glass face willbesituated abovethe inviting reception area," an addinities and all creation. This is a front door creating an "interesting tional conference/seminar room,
feeling that embodies and sup- canopy and face" for the building a work-roomand a faculty/staff
ports the STM's Mission State- and providing natural light to the lounge with a kitchen facility.

Catherine Kohoe Fallon, STM
buildingchair, said. "We are especially pleased that the building
will be named for Archbishop
Hunthausen. As a leader he
blended anincredible capacityfor
patience, intelligence, inclusive

li laboration,

The Spectator " April 10, 2003

about $5 million. The STM has
raised $3 million for itsnew home,

in addition to the $2 million SU
pledged from its capital reserves.
The $3 million represents the largest fund raising endeavor theSTM
has ever undertaken.
The objective of the fund-raising
campaign,whichends inJune, is "to
provide a permanent building for
STM that reflects and is congruent
with the spirit of itsmission among
other outstanding schools at SU."
To besuccessful the campaign feels
it needs supportfrom every student,
alumnus/a and friend.The project
has been designedby Mahlum Architects, a 61-year-oldfirmthat has
done work at UW. Evergreen State
College and Coe Elementary in

Queen Anne.
The renovations are being done
by Baugh Skansa Construction.

TheUniversity of

Montana
SununerS&wiettev 2oo3
Imagine/...
Reading your favorite literature as you watch the sun rise over the beautiful
Rocky Mountains
Hearing the unique song of the Western Meadowlark as you study its body
structure and flight patterns
Inhaling the sweet fragrance of mountain wildflowers as you create prose

Imagine*..
Experiencing the beauty of Montana as you form new friendships in
student-centered classes
Enjoying the mountainous views as you study the history of rock and roll

Imagine/...
Spending your Summer in a learning environment as you enjoy the benefits
of a community large enough to support a diverse culture, yet small
enough to provide a friendly atmosphere
Immersing yourself in Big Sky Country

as you learn about Montana culture

Escape to The University of Montana where you

can balance academics with recreation and relaxation.
Register today and enjoy UM's relaxed campus atmosphere,

innovativecourse offerings and exciting outdoor activities.
For more information, visit
montanasummer.com or call 406-243-4470
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SU student wins the Truman Scholarship
JAMILA JOHNSON
News Editor

DominicDraye.ajuniorphiloso-

Sundborg wantedto speak withhim.
"There wasa ton ofexcitement. It
was announced six days early.I

phy andEconomic major, was tak- wasn'texpectingit. So reallyit was
ing a shower when the phone rang a double surprise," Draye said.
Likeany good son he calledhis

on March 19.

Little didhe know, thereason for

mother.
thiscall would change his lifeplans
"She insisted on coming down
by making him more than $30,000 and making us dinner," he began.
richer.
"You want to take time tocelebrate,
Drayeis one of 76students in the but it was still exam week."
Draye isfromKenmore,justnorth
country to receive this year's
—
Truman Scholarship one of the of Bothell, and is the son of an
top graduate scholarships in the engineer and a HealthScience proUnited States.
fessor at the University of WashMore than 2,000 colleges and

ington.His olderbrotheris a mathat Boeing, and his
younger sisteris just beginningthe
college admission process.
"Iam sure Iam a worldof disappointment with my philosophyde-

universities havestudents vying for ematician
theaward.Only 63 universitieshad

winners.
"For Seattle University to be in
that group of 63 institutions says a
lot not only about Dominic, but gree,"Draye said with a chuckle.
quality of
his professors, peers.

programs
that have

shaped
ther Jerry
Cobb, SJ,

said.
morning

Anil Kapahi /GuestPhotographer

Father Stephen Sundborg congratulatesDominicDrayefor his Truman Scholarship.

"For Seattle University to be in
that group of 63 institutions says;
a lot, not only about Dominic,
but about the quality ofhis
professors, peers, and the SU "
programs that have shaped him.

had started
Father jerry Cobb, sj.
like any
other for
Draye, but he was thrilledwhen he
A SullivanScholar at SU, Draye
phone
mesFatherCobb'
s
started
school as an honors major
returned
sage to f\nd out thatFather Stephen andbelievesthathas alot to do w ith

JtL'*'

1
Scf*et,
clce

helpedmetremendously,"Draye

pretty brutal, according to Draye,

Ministry.

Part of the conditions arsociated
with theTruman Scholars program
require students to go intograduate
pared.
school with a future goal of public
"It is an intense program spe- policy and service.
Draye's dream job would be on
cializingin syntheticthinking.It
has its critics, but whatever my thepresident's councilofeconomic
testimonial is worth Ithink it advisors.Theapplicationprocessis

said.
On campusDraye isthepresident
and co-founder of the Young Re-

yj

:';'::i':::;
:''
'

That wasa nice trip,'"he explained.
"I'd be crazy to try and even
guess how Ihad done. Theyreally
werea fun groupof talentedpeople,"
Draye said.
Those students interestedin fol-

lowingDraye's footstepscan apply
for the Truman Scholarship next
butis wellworththeprice. When he yearbycontactingFr. DavidLeigh,
was selected as a finalistand flown S.J., or Fr. Jerry Cobb, S.J., in the
intoDenverforhispanelinterviews, EnglishDepartment.
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Making Connections: Career Expo 2003

Noon

Ssoc/at/on

- 5:30 pm
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Contact.. Communicate. Connect
Tor more information: http://www.seaUlcu.edu/studait/cdc/careerexpo/students/index.asp
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get the scholarship.
"I get there and meet everyone
else andits like, 'great to meet you.

Wednesday, April 16 Campion Ballroom

%t

""ARGO

he wasless than confident that he'd

ety and volunteering with Prison

IV'
w

I&C*

publican Club,in the pre-law soci-

L^

PrTO/7s

aU Of

-*

his success at the Truman application process.
Between a different way of
thinking about his studies and
the oral exams that come with
theprogram, Drayewas wellpre-

|

Sponsored by the Career Services Group
Marketing Club of Seattle University
Seattle UJniversity

YKCA of Greater 6eatik
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ASSU representative leaves SU for military
ScanReid
Co-Managing Editor

clowns for at least a year. I'll call the possibility ofcampus childcare.
you this week andlet you know all Peloquin also worked actively in
'
the U.S.-led war in Iraq con- the gory detailsbut pretty much Im theNorthwest collegium ofthe Stuldes its third week, American just training here for a while and dent Center.
—
Inadditiontostudent government,
Idiers are expecting to remain on then who knows where?"
note,
signed
home
ran a KSUB radio show
duty
Peloquin
Peloquin
tive
both
and abroad
the
"Peace."
called,
year.
Gaspers
Peloquin
apfor the foreseeable
said that
'This is Almighty, Over"
Locally, atleastfourSeattleUni- plied for a military withdrawlfrom which played mostly industrial
versity students have taken a mili- SU, which grants students up to music and punk.
At McCord, Peloquin is on base
tary withdrawlto return to the ser- four years of educational leave.
When askedifanew representative for mostof the weekandhas access
Dean Peloquin, a juniorphiloso- wouldbeelectedtoreplacePeloquin to military e-mail.
phy major, left for Tacoma's this quarter, Gaspers said, "Scan
Presently, he has the option of
McCord Air Force Base after re- [O'Neill, ASSU president] and I commutingback to his apartment in
ceiving his active duty card on Fri- need to talk about that." Gaspers Seattle on the weekends.
day, March 29.
said a new election is unlikely with
Samantha Walker, the assistant
Peloquin, 35, whoalso servesas less than nine weeksleft intheschool registrar, said students taking militheNon-TraditionalRepresentative year.
tary withdrawlhave the option of
ASSU,
However,
for
works as an officer in
he seemed moreconfi- withdrawing from all their classes
Explosive Ordinance Disposal dent that a new Non-Traditional orregisteringanIncomplete oneach
(EOD), a unit thathandles disarma- Representative wouldbeelected for course. Students opting for the latment of bothallied and enemy ex- fall 2003.
ter would thenhave toreturn within
As the Non-Traditional Repre- the four yearsallotted tofinish their
plosives.
Ina letter to ASSU vice president sentative, Peloquin acted on the studies to secure their degree.
Gaspers, Peloquin wrote, "I behalfof SU students age 25 and
The Registrar would not release
my active duty ID card on Fri- olderinASSUaffairs. Gaspers said the names of the other students on
day and will be full-timewith those his primary focus was looking into military withdrawl.

tAs

ti

Rally: Students hope for Iraqipeace
From page 2

"Iwasexcitedby the diversity of
studentsand faculty who came, and
Norway
by
diversity Imeanprimarilydiverthe tradition comes from
during WWII, when teachers and sity ofopinions,"Lakecommented.
authority figures confiscated paper
Students who attended the rally
clips that were worn in widespread certainlydidhavediverseopinions.
of peace,
"I'm undecided on the war,but I
mproud of my campus," said know I'm pro-troops and Iwanted
r Jeff Wozniak of Amnesty to come out and get exposure to the

Eirt

International. "I've had my con-

anti-war movement," sophomore

cerns aboutindifference onthis campus but this event proves that people
care,and Ihope that energycontinues," Wozniak said with restored
faith in student activism,
ke was especially impressed
the turnout.

Brandon Baumgartner said.
On the other hand, junior Liz
Kahsaysaid that "the deaths of the
many many people are unnecessary." She applauded theevent, saying it "makes me feel like I'm in
college."

Kand

"Humans are intelligentenough
to negotiate without having to kill
each other," sheadded.
Sophomore Ali Choucri, originally from Cairo, Egypt, offered
anotherperspective.He was glad to
seesomany studentsin one place to
stopthe war,buthad someadvice to

offer Americans.
"I know a lotofpeople think it's DeanPeloquin,35, who serves as theNon-TraditionalRepresentative
dangerous to travel but in realityit for ASSUandhad a KSUB radio show, has left todo his militaryduty.
isn't and traveling with an open
mind will not only broaden
America"s perspectiveon theworld
but it willhelp improveculturaland

political relationships with other
countries," he said.
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Usual Suspects stay put Club baseball 5-4,
in American League race preps for second

NATE ZELL
Sports Editor
2003 has officially been named
tnc yearoftheshoulderin the American League. With two superstars

already missing time because of
shoulder injuries (Derek Jeter and
Alex Rodriguez) and a number of
other key shoulders (Pedro, Freddy
and Bartolo to name a few) under

Bill Buckner; he might have anan- team (LA or ATL possibly) and
swer. If Pedro can stay healthy for Oaklandlooks tobe theclear favorthe seasonandif the80-Sox canget ite to repeat as division champs.
some help behind him in the rota- Jermaine Dye has recovered from
tion,thenits definitelypossible that the nasty broken thigh suffered in
this team could win the division. the 2001 playoffs. If IB Erubial
Certainly the Red Sox have the Durazo canrecoverfrom numerous
power offensively to get the job injuries which have kept him from
done. Pitching,especiallyPedro and playing a full season in his career,
thearms downin thebullpenwillbe
the focus. Will the closer by committeemethodwork?Ithasn'tinthe
past, but trends are made to be
changed.

AL Central:
Winner:Thisis theDivisionthat
gets thenod as thehardestto predict
notbecause the teams arethat good

but because it will be so unpredictthe microscope, the races in the able. The White Sox re-tooledand
American Leaguewillundoubtedly now have Bartolo Colonand Billy

remain interesting throughout the
season.
American LeagueEast:
Winner: You can hate them and
hate them more; you can even be
happy when they lose their All-Star
shortstop and captain Derek Jeter
for overa month.But the fact is,the
Yankees will always be playing
whenOctober comes around.Having signed OF Hideki Matsui from
Japan to bolsterthemiddle of their
lineup,and with minor leaguesensation Erick Almonte filling in at
shortstop, the Yankees again have
bolsteredtheirroster for a run at the
Wor\d Series. This is a team that
could start O-for themonthofApril
andstillgo to theplayoffs.As much
as you hate them you have to give
them credit; theyknowhowtobuild

for the playoffs.
Having said that, there are still
questions. Can they recover from
the losses of Mike Stanton and

Koch a,s a part of their staff. The

middle of the lineup is solid with
Frank Thomas. Paul Konerkoand
Magglio Ordonez. Whether Colon
has a superb year and whether the
top of the lineup can get on base
willdeterminethisteam'sfate.Keep
in mind that Jerry Reinsdorf has a
history of doing dumb things to
screw this organization down the

stretch.
Contender:Two years removed
from contraction discussion, the
Twins find themselves in a similar
position for their standing in the
American League. While they did
go to the ALCS, they didn't do
much to improve their team, while
teams around them did. They must

now prove that a team can standpat
and get back to the ALCS or fur-

ther. While the Twins still have

plentyof talent, theirstarting pitching has alwaysbeen a bit questionable.With thelossof 13-game winRamiro Mendoza? Can Mariano ner Eric Milton (knee surgery, out
Riverarecoverandregain his status 4-6 months) someoneneeds to step
as the premier closer in baseball? up and be the go-to guy on the
Will Jeter beeffective upon his re- Twinsstaff.
turn? Don't give them the World
AL West:
Series yet, these Yankees are far
Winner: Anytime youhave three
from the dominant teams of their guys who wouldbe #1 starters for
four-titles-in-five-yearsteams, but most any team in baseball, you're

they are also still a premier team.

Contender:Anotheryear,another
second place finish for the Boston
ktdSox. Will it ever end? Talk to

in good standing. Add Miguel
Tejada in a contract year, playing
most likely for arbitration or for a
big contract from an big payroll

the A's could finally make some

noise in October,and not just in the

half tourneys
.

BIRCH BLAIR
Staff Reporter

rors
The most recent Sunnyside tournament (Mar. 15-16) brought ad-

son well underway, theSeattleUniversity squadis slowly climbingthe
ladder to theirbestseasonyet. After
a long hard preseason build-up in
less than optimal training conditions, the respectable winning season record thus far of 5-4 is certainly a step in the right direction
for this rising program.
Players on the squad have been
reflectingon their games so far and
are taking anoptimistic outlook towards the rest of the baseballyear.
"For the rest of the season we're
going to get nothing but betterand
1 think themore games weget under
ourbeltthe more comfortablewe'll
be," Jeremy Fritz the manager/captainof the team commentedearlier
last week.
With some key player additions
at the beginning of the season this
team has fit togetherwell.However
like every team, it certainly has
things that still need some work.
"There's been a few blow outs
but those are always going to hap-

versity from other colleges in the
region and gave the guys a good
chance to further their coherency
after losing valuable ground over
the fortnight vacation over spring
break. Ryan Hamilton stepped up
in the first game of the tournament,

With college club baseball sea-

first roundeither. Winning at least
taking a no-hitter into the 6th inone playoff series is also key to
ning,beforesettling for a 9-4 defeat
prove the A's doubters wrong.
ofEastern Washington University.
Contenders: Youcan'teverleave
The win gave the team the confia World Series Champion off the
dence and momentum to overcome
list of contenders for the next seaMontana 9-8.Closing out the tourson. Especially when it's a team
nament on the Mar. 16, the team
that can only get better. Yes, with
went down in a close game against
the young pitching staff of the AnBoise State University losing1 1-9.
gels,and another year ofexperience
Hamilton was one of the offensive
for young stars Garrett Anderson,
starsof the tournament hittinghome
WorldSeries MVPTroy Glaus and
runs
in two ofthe three games.Don
Pedro-look-alikeRuss Ortiz, this
Warner
also went deep, hitting a
playteam wi11be evenscariercome
grand
slam
tohelp key the win over
time,
whether it be as a Division
off
Montana.
Champ or in the Wild Card.
The next few weeksbrings comWhat do youtell aplayer stuck in
petition from a number of teams
a terrible baseball town on an even
both home and away. There are
worse baseballteam; when he's the
three more home games to be held
compensation in a deal for a manon the Apr.12 and Apr. 22 against
ager!WhatevertheDevilRays said
toRandy Winn, his response should pen," headcoach Josh Hussey said. the adult league Cannons (a double
havebeen THANK GOD! Winn, a Astringofillnesses hasforcedmany header beginning at 3 p.m. Saturnatural CF, will be thrown into the players on the squad toplay out of day at Garfield High School) and
Black Hole that is left field on the position in recent games cutting Western WashingtonUniversity,respectively.
Mariners team. Winn, unlike his down on overall effectiveness.
Hussey continued, "When it
Next the team travels to Cheny,
predecessors, has Major League
experienceand(hetalent to succeed comes down to it I think we just WA for the four game Eastern
Washington tournamenton Apr. 19
in Safeco Field. With three guys need moreplayers."
Offensively led by second and20.Maybegins with twogames
whoplay like Center Fielders,there
willbe nothingbutexcitingplays in baseman DarrinEbisu, thebaseball atEvergreenonMay4.These games
team seems to be on the up and up lead up to thedistrict tournamenton
the M's outfield.
Question is: Where will the of- with a good recent hitting history May 10 and 11.
Each game will not only shape
fensecome from?Thebottomof the findingthem on the winningend of
this team into a unit but also, with
lineup is again questionable. Jeff 2 of its last 3 games.
"Some of ourguys are reallyhit- any luck, bring them one stepcloser
Cirillo will not get any better (he's
hitting .065 at the moment) andOle ting the ball well," Fritz added. to the final goal of the regional
and Gar won't get any younger. Though the pitching staff are put- tournament May 18-19, a goal
Ichirowillcrank out 200hits andhit ting in solid performances, the de- which, by one game, only just
around .340; Brett Boone may start fense has not produced as effec- slipped through their gloves last
slow, but should recover like last tively.Bothcoach and captainsay year. As always, hard work is a
year. The question is whoelse will this area is not terribly solid are necessity and willonly lead to sucstep up. Winn and Ichiro willbe on concerned with the number of er- cess fortheballclub.
base, but if Edgar gets hurt and
misses time, this team willstruggle
to scoreruns. The bully is fine, but
startingpitching is a question.How
lid this team go from
hedeepestpitchingor;anizationtooneofthe
hinnest in a yearand a
lalf? The pressure is
mto win,and it willbe

Wild Card: Analeim is just too good
lot toget thenodhere.
[Tie AL Westis thebest
livision in baseball.
Vhile Texas is much
mproved and the M's
vill be around all seaon, the A's and An;els willreinforce that
litching wins champimships by going to
heplayoffs forthesecmdstraight year.
Vate Zell is a
reshman journalism
najor. He can be
Impressedby their recent Wrestlemania performances at Safeco Field, the Mariners cached
at
decided to keep Stone Cold andThe Rock in their dugoutfor the openinghomestand. 'olln(ft)caattloiiOHII
"
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Class
starting soon!
April 24
Seattle Kaplan Center
4216 University Way NE

Call 1-800-KAP-TEST or visit
kaptest.com to enroll today!

Test prep, admissions and guidance. For life.
'LSAT

is theregistered trademark oltheLaw

School Admissions Council
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Manos, Fullerton Most embarrassing sports
lead track teams moment wins with KO
Nate Zell
Sports Editor

In its second season as a varsity

sport, the Seattle

University track

& field team hasbeen led earlyby a
pair of upperclassmen as the
Redhawkslook to make an immediate impact on the GNAC in its
fiiit year at the
' Division IIlevel.
For themen s squad,SteveManos
has led by example, posting impressive times in all three of the

team's meets this season.
Manos' partner in crime on the
women's side has been Kelly Fullerton, who set a new conference
best for the 3,000-meter steeplechase (11:28.50) at the CS-Sacramento Invitational on April 2.
Manos earned the same recognition in the 1,500-meter run at the
Preview Invitationalon March 22
at the University of Washington.
Manos recorded a timeof 4:09.57.
Earlier in the season, at the
Salzmann Invitational hosted by
PacificLutheran University,Manos
won the 10,000-meter steeplechase
with a time of 32:00.27.
Also qualifying this season for

provisional GNAC times were
sophomore Michael Hughes, who
recorded a time of 32:54.77 in the
10,000-meter steeplechase at the
PLU meet, good for second place.
Senior Carlos Siqueiros followed
with a time of 33:00.06.
Fellow seniorDaveNielsonqualified in the 200-meter dash with a
time of 22.81. Junior KJ Loreth
qualified with a 10th place timeof
51.47secondsin the400-meter dash.
Junior Dam Engebretsen and
freshmenRichardFranck and Robert Renninger have also qualified
for the conference meet withprovisional times.
For the women, junior Theresa
Mangahasqualifiedin thepole vault
with a height of 10-feet-8. Freshman Sarah Brundidge also qualified in the 5,000-meter run with a
time of 22:19.91, good for aninth
place finish at the CS-Sacramento
Invitational.
The Redhawkscontinue theirseason taking to the road for meets at
the University of Puget Sound on
April 12 and Central Washington
University on April 19.

Softball goes 2-4
in Calif, tourney
AUSTIN L.BURTON

Co-Managing Editor
The Seattle University softball
team went 2-4 over the weekend at
theEastonTournament ofChampions in Modesto, Calif., bringing

their overall record to 7-14 (4-3
GNAC) for the season.
The Redhawks were shut out in
three of the six games and scored
just one run in another.Theoffense
managedjust onehitin three separate games. There were two games
in which SU failed to get an extrabase hit, and four in whichthey had
more strikeouts than hits.

Not Ready for
the LSAT?
I'm Steven Klein. LSAT specialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, Idon't
think anyone knows more
aboutthis test, or how to teach
it, than Ido. Thai's why 1stjll
teach my own classes. That's
why youshouldcall me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of $095.
Ican
- answer any LSAT question Jet me prove it. Call now
for a free seminar:
524-4915

AUSTIN L. BURTON
Co-ManagingEditor
Recently,USA Todaydida series
on the 10 hardest things to do in
sports. Includedinthelist were tasks
suchashittingabaseball,pole vault-

ing, and completing the Tour de
France. The hardest thing to do,
according to the list, waslanding a
quadruple toe loop in figure skating. While I
had no major beef with
their list,it inspiredme todo a listof
my own. So hereitis:The 10 most
embarrassingthings todo in sports.

10.Missing an open lay-up.
I'm not talking about the twisting, turning acrobatic shots that
Allen Iverson and Michael Jordan
can hit; I'm just talking about a
basic,plain-oldlay-up theeasiest
shotinbasketball. Blowing an easy
lay-up is worse than missingadunk,
mainly because not everyone can
dunk, andif youdoblow adunk you
canat least take pridein the fact that
—
you got up there. Everyone can

—

—

andshould hit their lay-ups.Textbook example: When he played for
"We're hitting,but we're hitting the Bulls, Sonics guard BrentBarry
it to people. Hopefully that will missed two wide-open lay-ups on
come around," said junior third the sameplay.
baseman Sarah Carrier.
9.Makinga bad throw.
The Redhawks won their first
Badaimis not a pretty thing.I'm
game in the three-day tournament, not talking the type of bad throw
5-2, over Cal-State Bernardino. that, say, Peyton Manning makes,
Laterthat day they lost a2-1 contest trying to squeeze a football in betoCal-StateStanislaus.Thesecond tween twodefenders to hit his guy.
day started off with a 10-0 loss to Imean those throws that make you
UC-Davisand ended with a4-0loss cringe right after you let go of the
toCal State-DominguezHills, with ball. I'm talking about Neil
a 5-2 win overSan Francisco State O'Donnell,ex-Steelersquarterback,
inbetween. On thelastday SU was throwing two interceptions in the
beaten 7-0 by San Francisco State. Super Bowl in which the nearest
"We played a lot of good teams receiverwas maybe 10 yards away.
"
down there," Carriersaid. "It was You know that feeling when you
a goodexperienceplayingthecali- throw a dart that almost misses the
board completely? Imagine doing
ber of teams we played."
Freshman center fielder that withmillions of people watchMarjalena Santos hit .400 during ing.The inabilityto simplythrow a
the tournament (6 for 15) with baseball haunted ex-Yankee Chuck
three RBI, a double, one run and a Knoblauch and Cardinals pitcher
stolen base. Santos also got the Rick Ankiel for years. Textbook
loneSU hit in twoof the games in example: During my (very) short
which the Redhawks wereone-hit. baseball career, the coach tried me
Pitcher Erin Kemper, also a out at second base.The first ball I
freshman, went 1-2 in three starts fielded pretty well, then proceeded
duringthe tournament,includinga to throw it agood
' six feetabove the
nine-strikeout performanceagainst firstbaseman s head.Iwaspromptly
Cal State-DominguezHills.
moved to right field. Or one that
you
might have seen was when
"Mar had some good hits and
plays
Sammy
made some awesome
in the
Sosafielded aballin center
outfield," Carrier said."Erin dida field and tossed it into the stands
goodjob pitching, but we didn't while trying to gunarunnerathome.
have too many standout players
8. Missing a "gimme" putt."
Hittinga golfshot wason the 10
this weekend."
The Redhawks are playing a hardest" list,butthere are some golf
doubleheader today at 1 p.m. shots whichshouldbenochallenge.
against Central Washington (13- Although on TV you don't always
-12, 8-6 GNAC). Both teams are see the slopes and inclines on a
within two games of conference putting green, when the ball is
RIGHT THERE it's hard to make
leader Humboldt State.
right
league
"Our
excuses. The contestants on The
is so close
now, it'llbe excitingto see how it Price is Right wouldn't miss some
finishes," Carrier said.
of those putts. Textbook example:

"
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Like Ireally watch golf.
7. Gettingcaught cheating.
Sometimes cheating is cute and
clever, like when Kevin Garnett
lookedover George Karland Gary
Payton's shoulders and stole the
play they were planning. Garnett
then intercepted the inbounds pass
and his team won the game.— That
was cool. But some cheating like
ex-Dodgerspitcher Tim Leary gettingcaught licking the ball by TV
—
cameras justmakes you look like
a moron. Thebest you can do when
caught is hangyourhead andleave.
Textbook example: In the 1980
BostonMarathon, Rosie Ruiz rode
the subway for 25 miles and ranthe
lastmile for the false victory. Even
'
after she was caught,Ruizwouldn t
admit to cheating.
6. Getting shook.
Alsoknown ashavingyourankles
broken. Whether in football orbasketball, whenever an offensive
player leaves you guarding air or
puts youonyour buttwithout touch-

literally knocked him on his butt.
2.Makingaboneheadmistake.
Jim Marshall pickingup the football and running the wrong way.
Knoblauch arguing a foul/fair call
with the ref as the winning run
scored. Georgetown's FredBrown
accidentally passing the ball to
North Carolina's James Worthy in
the finalseconds of thenational title
game.IsaiahThomas throwingthat
STUPID pass that Larry Bird stole
in the Eastern Conference finals.
The high school quarterback that
dropped theballafter thinkinghe'd
runout the clock,butreally fumbled
and allowedthe otherteam to score
a touchdown. The most recent example is the Kansas State basketball player who stole the inbounds
pass and, while doing his celebration dance,traveled. He gaveColorado anothershot to win, and they
hit it. Textbook example: Chris
Webber calling a non-existent
timeout and costing his team a na-

ing you...just hope no one saw it.
Fortunately, there are times when
youcanplay off the factthatyougot
shook, like if you don't noticeably
stumble or if the shaking doesn't
happen in theopen court. But when
it's just out there for everyone to
see,expecttohearaboutit for a long
time. Textbook example: Barry
Sanders once shook some guy on
thePatriotsso bad,the guy turneda
complete circle trying to find him.
5. Gettingdunked on.
To be fair, the defender is really
at a disadvantage in this situation.
Most of the time the guy with the
ball isn't the defender's man, but

And the most embarrassing thing
to do in sports...

tional title.

1.Getting knocked out.
Imagine you're a professional
boxer. Imagine you'vetrained four
months for this one fight. You've
done all the trash talking, either
genuine or just

to hype

the fight.

You're in the best shape of your
life. You come down to the ring to
somerealangry"V makick yo' ass"
music byDMX orM.O.P. You get

the super-long superlative-filled
ringintroduction Youpeeloff your
robe and put in your mouthpiece,

.

lookinglikeyou'regoing totrounce

ol' boy across from you. All your
boys are watching back at home.
The next thing you know BAM!
looking
up at
You're onthe canvas,
the ref, pawing around for your
mouthpiece or trying to get up and
falling overand over.Is thereanythingmore embarrassing than that?
Anything?Thenyoustillhave togo
home and face your homies, your
wife,and your mama. .knowingeveryonesaw you getyour buttkicked.

someone who got past their defender. The guy who gets dunked
on is usually playing "help" defense. Patrick Ewing,for example,
wasa greathelp defender, whichis
also why he's president of the
Crammed-onClub.The dunker also
has all the forward momentum,
while the defender is usually just
jumpingstraight up and trying not
to commit a foul. Still, getting
dunked on just looks bad. Textbook Then you have to make an excuse:
example: In the 2000 Olympics, He didn't hit meTHAT hard, Ijust
Vince Carter jumped OVER Fred lost my balance; Ithought the ref
Weis and dunked on him.
said "three" when he said "nine";I
was 'bout'sta get up but Icouldn't
4. Airballinga free throw.
It doesn'thappen often,but when find my mouthpiece;and onand on.
it does, it's probably the funniest Textbook example:Trevor Berbick,
—
spectacle in basketball made all whotalkedall kinds of trash to a 20the morefunny because the shooter --yearoldMike Tyson, thengot inthe
is usually somebuffpower forward ring and got knocked absolutely
whoshouldhave no reason for put- silly.Trevor got knocked down,got
ting up such a weak shot. Then you up, fell down again,got up again,
get the added treat ofthe guy trying then stumbled across the ring and
fell into the ropes.
to act like nothing happened and
Now, youmaybe wonderingwhy
immediatelycattingfortheballback.
Textbook example: Ben Wallace Ileft out the classic "fallingdown"

.

does it a few times a year.

3. Getting runover.
We had a lotof names for this in
high school. Trucked. Beasted.
Bucked. Whatever you call it, getting run over (or getting knocked
over by a stiff-arm)is worse than
getting dunked onbecause bothyou
and the ball carrier have momentum. Textbookexample:OilersHallof-Famer EarlCampbellput hishead
in someguy onthe Rams' chestand

moment, something that happens
occasionallyinprosportsbutis one
ofthestaplesofLittleLeaguesports.

Well, since thereare somany variations of falling down, it could go
anywhere from 10 to 1 on the list.
So it shoulddeservea special men-

tion.Besides,a personfallingdown
is always funny, allthe time.
Austin L. Burton is a junior
journalism major. He can be
reachedatburtona1©seattleu. edu
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JAMILA JOHNSON

News Editor

"What are you?" It's a statement I
havebeen subjected to all
mv life. I've been called Mexican, Puerto Rican, Jamaican and
Saudi Arabian.
Iamhalfblack and half white.
Ihear, "you look exotic" and
"you are the whitest black girl
I've ever known." Ihear my
friends of both races catching
themselves in the jokes.
At theNationalConferenceon
theMixed Race Experience,held
at Seattle University and spon-

entertaining and reassuring.
But there were also negative aspects of the conference such as
the half-white privilege session.
Christine Anne Tamiko, the
leader of the session,did far more
to alienate her audience than to
make them comfortable. In this
session Tamiko explained that
blacks could not be racist. They
couldbebigotsandprej udiced,but
they could not be racist because
racism implies someuse of power
with the prejudice. She explained

—

Mixed V

A look at the 2003 MA YIN i
A letter about

MAVIN

The session was breaking people apart
rather than bringing them together
sored by the MAVIN Foundationlast weekend,apink sheetof
paper titled, "You know you're
mixed when...," detailed all of
these statements as a daily reality.
Census 2000 wasthe firstcensus where people were allowed
to identify themselves as more
than one race. The results of the
new ability to pick more than

that blacks do not have power in
this society, thus they are not racist.
She continued to say there is a
spectrum of power with the white
race at the top and theblack race at
the bottom and everyone else in
the middle. Thus,a Koreancould
beracist toward a black,but not the
other way around.
Who says blackshave no power?

orvebox showedthat 6.8 miUion
The studentsof mixedrace who
American (the ones who real- are half-white have more power
ized this new option) are mixed according to Tamiko, an arts-ac-

race. More than 40 percent of
these mixed individuals are under the voting age.
IfIhadbeenborn twenty years
earlier, the marriage of my white
mother and my black father
would have been illegal.
Interracial marriage was still
illegal insome states until 1965.
Things are changing and the
country is just beginning to put
together support for those of
mixed races.
The three-day MAVIN Foundation conference was the first
national conference to be held
on the West Coast. It attracted
between 400 and 500 students,
parents and professionals.
SU law professor Margaret
Chon was one of the many panelists to appear during a handful
of sessions. She spoke on affirmative action.
"Merits and diversity are not
mutually exclusive,"she said as
a counter argument to the statement that universities let in less
qualified individuals in an effort
towards diversity.
Chon always tested well and
looked great on paper. But she
says sheprobably wouldnot have
a jobif it weren't for SU's commitment to addingminority staff
membens.
"I would not be a law professor without affirmative action,"
Chon said. Her account on affirmative action was informative,

Tiffany Miwongtum(left) andJasmine Curtis(right)have dinner with the rest of
the MAVINattendees.

tivist from San Francisco. But this
caused a problem.
AnEvergreenUniversity student
said that the session was breaking
people apart rather than bringing
them together.
Many of the audience members
were half-white,but would never
be mistaken as white because of
their phenotypes.The session was
about "passing" as white.
The session made several students in the audience uncomfortable as though it was almost an
attack on the white side of them.
At the debriefing of the conference students and professionals
talked about having not gotten to
know anyone.Theconference was
Students talk aboutthe issues raisedat the MAVIN conference.
supposed to be conducive to making new friends or contacts.
This is the fifth year that MAVIN has had its conference. A
New York University studentcame
to the conference to decide if she
wanted to try andhost it next year
at NYU. By the end of the halfwhite privilege session, she said
she wasn'tsureifshe wantedmixed
races to be presented to NYU in
this manner.
But the whispersin theaudience
were reassuringin a way that others like me don't want to "pass" as
white. We don't want to "pass" as
black, either. We are comfortable
in our skin. We just wish others
were comfortable too, and would
notput us in whiteandblack racial KienNguyen(right) the
author of "The Unwanted" signedcopies ofhisbookand
categories and prejudices.
spoke at the event.

—
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Multiracial children are redefining
America. Today, more multiracial babies
areborn in states like California and Washington than any other race except Caucasian. Census 2000 was the first time that
Americans could identify as multiracial,
and seven milliondid so. However, multiracial youth are rarely recognized on forms
requesting racial information, or in diversity curriculum.Thelack ofresources that
address their unique challenges is one reason why multiracialchildren havethe highest rates of physical and sexual abuse of
any racial group, and are among the fastest
growing segments entering the juvenile
justice system.
Growing up biracialfor me was at times,
both isolating and exciting. As a college
freshman in 1998. 1createdMAVIN magazine to end the chronic shortage of resources celebrating multiracial young
people. Today, MAVIN Foundation is the
nations leading 501-(c)3 nonprofit organization that is redefining diversityby celebrating multiracial and transraciallyadopted youth.Through our programs, we
are helping to create a cohesive,
multicultural society. We are therecipients
ofPresident Bush's"Points ofLight" award
and the "Heroes ofHealth Care" award for
our innovative approach to race anddiversity issues.
Our innovative programs like MAVIN
magazine, ourMatchMaker BoneMarrow
Program and our Multiracial Child Resource Book each address the unique issues facing multiracialchildreninour raceconscious society. Undoubtedly, multiracial Americans are redefining the way our
society sees race, and Iam proud that
MAVIN is at the forefront, nationally, in
addressing this trend.
But we need your support. Ihope that
after learningmore from our Web site, you
will consider becoming a member and
making a tax-deductible donation. Because
we do not receive any federal or state
support, it is only with your support that
our programs are made possible. Thank
you for your consideration and for advocating on behalf of multiracial youth and
families!
Matt Kelley
Founder/President & CEO

Courtesy of www.MAVlN.net
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Matt Kelley (right),president andfounder ofMAVIN, talks to students at the

abby laxa / Staff Photographer

Angela Balinbin asks a questionduring one ofthe seminars.
Student wereable to ask questionsat the endof the panels.
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TONISUTTON

Staff Reporter

First, Iwould like to say that

same room with so many people
that were like me."Like me,"
meaning that they were all
multiethnic individuals. People
came from all over the United
States to attend this conference,
and for onceIdidn't feellike the
person looking in at everyone
else from the outside.
Before the workshops andduring breaks, I tried to meet and
greet with many of the students
that had attended, but Ifound it
hard because many came with

can Americans and so many
other ethnic backgrounds. I'm
just trying to be Toni Sutton.
I'm not trying to be anything
else.
Yes,Ilove the two cultures in
which Icome from. It doesn't
mater what my skin looks like.
It just matters what kind of person Iam on the inside.
The other workshop Irelated
to was "Loss of Culture", with
John D. Palmer. Palmer said.
"People try to identify them-

Growing up, people would tell me I
didn't act black enough. They wouldask
me what my other race was and when I
would tell them Indonesian, they would
reply with, "Well, you need to act more
black."
their friends. It seemed like not
too many people were trying to
make new friends.
Oneof the two workshops that
I really
enjoyed
was
"Marginalized Voices In Our
Community", whichfeaturedfour
panelists thatdiscussed topics that
pertained to them.
Kimi Kawabori, who works
with the MAVIN Foundation,
talked about transracial adoption
and boughtup excellent points in
her discussion about how there
are many similarities between
transracially adoptedchildren and
the mixed race experience.
The four similarities that stuck
with me were:
1. Having to explain why you
and your siblings don'tlook anything alike.
2.Youlook different from your
parents.

Students pay close attention as severalguest speakers spoke on the subject
ofmixed race.
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when Iwould tell them Indone-

this was my first Mixed Race sian, they would reply with.
Conference, and that Iam defi- "Well, you need to act more
nitely looking forward to next black." Itried hard not to listen
to what people were saying.
year's.
When theconference beganon
Idon'thave to act black. lam
Friday, Iwas so overwhelmed, black. Iswear I'm tired of the
because Ihave never been in the stereotypesthat are put on Afri-

3.Being accused of selling out
to your own race. (Meaning: If
you're half of one ethnicity and
you neglect the other, then you
are accused of selling out to the
ethnicity that you neglect).
4. Having people make racist
comments about yourbackground
whether itbe family, friends,outsiders.
Ican identify with the third
similarity best. Growing up,
people would tellme I
didn't act
black enough. They would ask
me what my other race was and

selves through their culture, and
when people don" t feellike they
belong, they began to have an
identity crisis." Hetalked about
how he went through one himself, and as he talked Iknew
how he felt.
When you'regrowing up,you
don't want to think of yourself
as being different from all the
other kids. But my parents sat
me down and told me that in
some ways Iwas, and being
multi-racial was one of them.
I had a lot of friends from
various backgrounds when
growing up. But for me at the
timeIdidn't feellike Ifit in with
theblack kids, andIdidn't even
know any Indonesian kids until
Icame to Seattle University.
For awhile, I didn't know
where Ifit in. So whenIcame to
Seattle University 1 joined The
Associated Students of African
Decent ( ASAD), met alot of the
Indonesian students, and was
able to learn about both of my
cultures. College was the first
time when Ifelt like Ibelonged
in both worlds.
This past weekend many

people toldtheirstoriesofbeing
mixed race, and it was an enlightening and exciting experience personally for me.
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Nice and Naughty: art is nice
MeghanSmith

Staff Reporter

Fridaynight marked the opening
of Yumiko Kayukawa'sRoq laRue
gallery show "Naughty and Nice".
Hailing from Sapporo, Japan,
Yumiko paints dreamy pop paintings that whisper postmodernism
but that are notdrowning in it.
Yumiko's workcombinesa piece
of thetraditional world with apiece
of'hemodern world tocreatebright-

as-candy pop paintings of funky
and fashionable young Japanese
women floating around traditional

Japanese floraand fauna, calligra-

phy and mythological characters. nature, animals, insects andbirds.
The two worlds come crashing toYumikodescribesher artstyle as
gether to proclaim the continuing "Sagacious Japanese tradition in
progressionofthemodern-dayJapa- synergy with the jubilant irrever-

show, where
women
culture".
pop
nese woman. The
in her ence ofAmerican
Her sheisshowcaspaintings are depicted in an erotic fascination withthese twoelements ing 16 new
innocence, lightly touching on the has made her somewhat of an icon paintings (all
Japaneseart formofHentaiwithout in the Northwest whereher paint- ofwhicharealbeingpornographic. Theyarerather ings sell out before a show even ready sold), is
empowering and make each girl opens. She admits to adopting this running

seem mysterious,elusive and compellingwith complete control over
her domain. She paints a visual
system dripping with fantasy,longing and escape; but that is juxtaposed by the realistic images of

CALENDAR
Thursday, April 10
Cober, Free Verse, Liquid
Lounge, 10 p.m. to 1 a.m.
Cober' s dark, goth-influenced

Open Mic Night, Liquid
Lounge, 7 p.m. to 11p.m.

sound has drawn comparisons to

This is your chance to test the

acts ranging from Babes in
Toyland to Siouxsie & The

waters of music

Sunday, April 13

stardom. Every

Sunday,EMP's LiquidLounge
hosts Open Mic Night. A full

Banshees. The moody Seattle

backline, with keyboard, is
band formedin early 2000,
releasing its debut album laterthat provided; just bring your guitar,
horn, or vocal cords and sign up.
same year.
Bands are encouraged to
ThursdayApril 10
participate,and drink specials
It's aboutTime Writers Reading
should fortify evenreluctant
Series Featured speaker is Miriam performers. Sign-up at 6:00 p.m.
Fitting. Beginning& Experienced sharp, with music from 7 p.m. to
11 p.m.
Writers. Ravenna's Third Place
Books 6504 20th Aye NE
2 1 and over.

206-525-2347
Saturday,April 19
Beach Walk and Clean-up at

7:30 -9:30 p.m.

Open mike before &after
scY\edu\edreaders

Friday, April 11
Robb Benson and TheDear John
Letters. LiquidLounge, 10 p.m.
to 1 a.m. After four years with
Seattle popstersNevada
Bachelors, singer-songwriter
Robb Benson went solo,and has
since released two albums and an
EP. In 2001, Benson continued
working withMichelle Price,
whose poems were featured in
three songs on his EP. The band's
latest LP is 2002's Unbroken.
21 and over
Saturday, April 12
MC Queen Lucky, Liquid
Lounge, 8 p.m. to 1 a.m.
After visitingEMP's
groundbreakingDisco exhibit,
boogieon over to Liquid Lounge,

where the fever keeps burning
everySaturday night (except for
the first Saturday ofeach month).
Disco-themed desserts, specials
on champagne splits, and hustle
lessons courtesy of Dance Works
Studio are only part ofthe fun. 21
and over.

somewhat of a
phenomenon.
Her present

ConstellationPark
1-3 p.m. Walk thebeach at low
tide with naturalists and observe
Puget Sound beach critters,
while helping collect trash on
the beach.Slipperyand rocky
terrain, be sure to wearproper
shoes or boots.Fun and
appropriate forall ages.Contact
Anne Dalrympleor Stephanie
Raymond fordetails and
registration,(206) 382-7007,

adalrymple@pugetsound.org

Saturday, April 19th
Kayak Tour of the Duwamish
River
Paddle the Duwamish River,
view toxic sites from a safe
distance, learn about clean-up
plans, and find out how to get
involved. The tour launches
from Diagonal Way at 9:30 a.m.
Tour is free. Bring your own
kayak (rentalsokay). Double
kayaks recommended. 9:30-1 lam. Registrationrequired!
Contact BJCummings for
details and registration,
info@duwamishcleanup.org,
(206)954-0218.

after her first visit to the
Yumiko Kayukawa'sLove me
United States when she was 27.
Until now, Yumiko has only alongside her is John John Jesse, the show.
shown her work at Roq la Rue but whose work proves to be twice as
So enter the world of Yumiko
hasbeen so wellreceived therethat irreverent as Yumiko's. Maybe he Kayukawaand seeforyourself what
her success has been considered brings the "naughty" component to the hype is allabout.

Singing Idol praises for
young American hopefuls
their own style. Whereas some of
lastyear' scontestantssoundedboybandish or got by on their sex appeal,noone inthis year's top 12fits
inthat boat. Theysing R&B, country,Broadway,rockand oneofthem
even yodels.
This is why I'm thrilled every
Tuesday night to the point where
I've developedthe vexinghabit of
sounding off countdowns to my
parentshoursbefore we join about
Santos
20 million other viewers in voice
JC
Opinion Editor
admiration
What is itaboutthis year &AmeriI
don't understand why so many
canIdol!Isit just me, or is anyone fans were upset last week after no
else addicted to this narcotic of a contestant was eliminated. Many
reality show.

people felt cheated out of their

Ihated it last year when itcame
out. Ionly started watching it after
I
wasblown awaybyTamyraGray's
rendition of Burt Bacharach's A
House is not a Home. Then when
she got voted off a week later, AI
got votedoff myTuesday night TV

weeklydoseofrevelinginsomeonee
else's misfortune.On the contrary,
Iwas ecstatic. The less and less
people whoareon the show, theless
entertaining itis.
There's diversity.
There's entertainment.

Ifelt betrayed. Tamyra
isobviously what thecom-

petition isabout-acelebration of voice. A lot of the
other contestants, while
they could sing betterthan
your average columnist,
made the show seemlike a
celebration of marketable
images. They all looked
alike:clean,thinand pretty.

That'sprobably why this
year seems so much more
genuineand appealingthan

-

Pryone

"
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stead, it's like a concert where

you get to hear some old songs
(hopefully) creatively rendered
by some young hopeful.
And that's exactly what they
are: young people withdreams.
Thesekids aren't celebrities yet.
They'rejust as star struck as the
next wannabe. They represent
you and me. Most of them are
fresh out of college and are takingthiscompetition asanopportunity to chase their dreams.
Ican't say if their success has
inflated their noggins. But look
at it this way: all of them can
sing, yet none of them has ever
landed a record deal. Some of
them, like Julia DeMato, have
neverevenperformedbefore their
stint on AI. To make it as faras
these finalists did with so little
prior success to their musicalcareers is a big step for each of
them.
Again, look at Tamyra
Gray. She spent years trying
I to land a record deal before
AI, yet the door kept slamming in her face. After she
made a name for herself on
the show, she became a star.
Besides upping the ratings
for the obscure BostonPublic (hey,Ididn't watchit untilTamyra wason it),shehas
an album due in June.What a
difference a year and a reality show makes!
Let megive yousomehonest, personal support as to
why Ibelieve these contestants
are regularpeople who just like
to sing and want to take a stab at
makingit acareer. You see, I'm
gonna audition forAmericanIdol
next year. Notbecause Iwant to

I'm no longer curious
who's going to win this
competition. In fact, I
don't view it as a
competition anymore.

Thecontestants this yearall look
different (except the two blonds).
Thisyear, wehavethebonyTrenyce
and theBXL "205" jersey-wearing
Ruben Studdard. There's Josh, the
hearty marine, and Clay, the selfdubbed "scrawny
white boy" who has
some serious "chops"
according to Earth
Earn 51,000 £2,000 for your Student Group
WindandFire bassist,
InJust 8 hours!
Verdine White.Don't
forget our two classy
Kirns and Ricky, who
V>- 1 si f.-cais "-g octets availics No car*ishes Nd 'a<fles. Just succbssi
r^t
had
the only successpro^ra-ns
Cet
v.lth
rat
I
tiling
quickly
A
~.'z-m 'f.dstes arc
ful falsetto in thecompetition until he was
voted off last night..
undraising.
Your TrustedSourcefor College I
in the top
i sing. And it's
it that they can
but they have

©campus

COPYRIGHT ©2003 BY YUMIKO KAYUKAWA

art form

Thecorniness hasbeenhacked to
aminimum thanks to the absenceof
co-hostBrianDunkleman despite
an occasional cringer from Ryan
Seacrest.
The judges' comments are accurate, yet their tendenciesare trans-

—

parent.

get onTV andnot becauseIwant

a ticket to Hollywood'sredcarpet. I'mdoingit because I
love to
sing, and it wouldbe a wasteofa
lifetime not to try it. If Idon't
make it, hey,Istill have my degrees. But if Ido, I'll get to be
part of whatIthink isa genuine
celebration of voices.
Andif Ifind out it's different
get there, thenI'lllet you
whenI

That's why Randy is the best
judge.Hedoesn't add a teaspoonof
sugar to his comments like Paula
Abdul, nor does he drape his criticismsinderisionlikeSimonCowell.
Fortunately, we are intelligent
enough to tell when a judge is constructive or destructive.
I'm no longer curious who's going to win this competition. In fact, know.
Idon't view it as a competition J.C. Santos is a senioi
anymore.If it was, the bestcontesjournalism and humanities
tant would win,and as we saw last
Contact him ai
major.
year, that just doesn't happen. In- santosi@seattleu.
edu
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Better luck at home rather than with Bright Eyes
Greg boudreau

Distribution Manager
Emo fans united together in a
grand display of social rejection
this past Saturday, Apr. 5. They
gathered to witness one of their
personal heroes, Conor Oberst of
band Bright Eyes, lament about his
own heartbreaks and feelings of
despair as each member of audience recalledthetimes thatthey too

felt discarded andunwanted.
It was a typical Showbox show.
The tickets said the doors open at
6:00, which actuallymean thedoors
open at 6:45, which actually means
you'IIget insideat 7:15,and thatthe
show actually starts at 7:30. But
that's okay. It's not like the crowd
minded waiting in the 42-degree
weather and sharp cold wind and
rain; that is allpart of a Seattle show
experience.
Theshow began withPaperback,
a one-man act andhis acoustic guitar. I couldn't help but notice a
strikingsimilaritybetweenthis performerand thesinger/bassplayer of
the band Pedro the Lion, David

Bazan. Though the performer denied this charge when questioned
by the crowd. He was inclined to
hold "question and answer" sessions inbetween his songs.
A man with such stage presence
and entertainingtalent, towards the
end of his set a risingmurmur ofthe
audience's individual conversations began to match

Paperback's
ownamplified
As the show
went on Icon-

they created through a blend of
acoustic guitar, violin, and cello
mixed in with a raspy Scottish vocal— Arab Strap employed a fifth
member to their band, a drum machine, which is an instrument that
no Scottish folk rock band is complete without.

mance by Bright Eyes.

Three hours and forty five minutes past the official start of the

show, Bright Eyes finally took the
stage. Their label, Saddle Creek
records describes Bright Eyes as an

"ever-changing entity that's only
constant is Conor Oberst," the guitarist/lead singer of the band, an
entity that can be up to a fourteen
piece indie rock symphony.

For Saturday's performance,

The missing violins and
cellos and percussion left
the songs almost empty.

however,Seattlewastreated toonly
a six memberband and a sound that
was,at the least, "less than full" in
comparisonto the sound ona Bright
Eyes album.Their most recent release, "Lifted or The Story is in the
Soil,KeepYourEarto the Ground",

firmed from
the crowd that
it was indeed
DavidBazan.Hisunique stagepresence gave his uniqueidentityaway
to anyone familiar with Pedro the
Lion.
After a quick thirty minute per-

Their singer was still nevertheless enough entertainment by himself, with his heavy accent and on
stage beer drinking mixed with a
"colorful" vocabulary in between
sets. They concluded their show
stage
Paperback
formance.
left the
—
with a cover of AC/DCs "You
Strap
a
folk
rock
quartet
for Arab
hailingfromScotland.Tocomplete Shook me all Night Long," giving
— a sound the stage up for the final perfortheir folk rock sound

but the backing band still provided
enoughofa sound, whichprevented
the audience from hearing Conor
Oberst's voice and amazinglyrical
writing.
Perhaps what made their first
song, "Walk Away,"such a beautiful performance was that Oberst's
lyrics could be understood. However, as the show progressed, the
vocals and themusic edged toward
a mellow drone.

Near the end of the show one
couldn't help butnotice theincreasing amount of yawns in the audience, a crowd eager to finallyhave
the opportunity to sit down after
standing in the same spot for four
hours. Perhaps they should have
played at the Moore Theater and
given the emokids the comfort of
chairs to rest their Converse clad

contains intricateblendsof stringed
instruments and a plethoraof percussion that creates a symphonicsound mixed with vocals similar to feet.
Conor shouldhave brought a bigthat of a Bob Dylan album produced by the Beach Boys' Brian ger band orsang moreclearly. So if
Wilson.
Inperformance, though,themiss-

ing violins and cellos and percus-

BrightEyes comes by againIwould
recommend juststaying home and
listening to the albuminstead.

sion left the songs almost empty:

Stevie probes relationship between subject, director
Scan Reid
Co-Managing Editor

voiceoverson how he'll attempt to
deconstruct the past 10 or so years

they laterseeprovocativemoments
displaying characters' wisdom and

interviewing
It took guts and a lot of persua- by
sivetalk forSteveJames toproduce Stevie'sestrangedfamhis latest and most personal docu- ily, his girlfriend, and
showinghis ownintermentary, Stevie.
Any amateur documentarian actions with his former
wouldhave walkedaway fromthe littlebrother.Thingsdo
developmentsand hardshipincov- not go as planned.
In the courseof filmering the film's subject, but James
sees theopportunity within the cri- ing, Stevie becomes
sis. As a result, the director has charged with a horrenproduced somethingprofound and dous crime,facing a seuncomfortable for audiences to rious jail sentence. As
watch. Icouldn't take my eyes off he continues the work,
it.
James finds himself
In Stevie, James, fresh off com- torn between telling the
pletinghisfirstdocumentary,Hoop truthofthesituationand
Dreams, sets out to revisit his old

home in rural Illinois in 1995 and
look up Stephen "Stevie" Fielding.
Stevie wasa foster child the director once served as Big Brother to
nearly a decade before. Partially
motivatedby guilt, James sought to
reconnect with the thirteen-yearoldboy hefelt he abandoned,and to
highlight how years within the
state's childcare systemhad shaped
Stevie'spersonality.
As a child, Stevie wasa troubled
student and neglected by family
members. Upon his return, James
finds a 24-year-old with a criminal
record dotting even/rhino frnm assault to bur-

exploiting his friend.

wards one another. The
througha nice

pace of equal
parts comedy

Entertainment,

all
What's remarkable © lions Gate rights Reserved
about Stevieis the film's
shattering displays of honesty and and seriousness,
its ability to wipe awaystereotypes achieving a delicate
one might normally associate to- poignancy.

ofhis film, and as such we get to see friend and says. "No matter whai
how events shape not only the trau- happens,I'm still going to beyour
matized Stevie, but also the direc- big brother."
Altogether,Stevieshowshow the

tor.

After everything that happensin events ofrealityand thepeoplethey
the film, after all the repressed hurt affect can make situations more
and feelings of betrayal on both complex than appearances reveal.
sides, there is no momentmorespe- Stevie opensFriday,Apr. 11 at the
cialthan when James confrontshis

Pk

MetroCinema.

I Apply for

2003-2004

By itslook alone,
wards the lower class of Illinois.
Stevie
is a masterStevie's actions hardly seem well
work.
The cinemathought-through and his girlfriend,
Tonya, has a speech impediment tographers explore
that makes them both seem igno- the rural landscape
like its some exotic
rant on the surface.
in
probes
deeper
But James
his locale in Tibet.
discussion withboth andothersup- What's more, the
porting characters in the film, and filmmakers find
we see how learned and compassionateeach canbe.There aretimes

unique angles to
capture the characters' faces, espe-

cially when they
begin talking to

glary. Stevie
lives with his
step-grand-

James about their

feelings and

mother, sports

pasts,

greasyhairand
piercings, and
has little edu-

connection

to

Submit a cover letter, resume,
at least five clips and three
references to:

Stevie.
Still, what re-

cation or a

mains at the heartof

steadyjob.Yet
James stillsees
withinhim the
samepersonality he became

the two: Stevie and

the filmisnot itsone

subject, but rather,
© Lions Gate Entertainment. AllRights Reserved
is the troubledyoung man at the
Stephen Fielding
'
center ofJames new documentary,Stevie.

attached to
years before,
one belligerent towards the outside
world, but also child-like.

Initially,Jamespresentsaglimpse
of Stevie's world and throws in

James himself. Despite whatever
codes documentar-

ians place on themselves,
Jamesknows
when the audience willlaugh at the
obvious "white trash" stereotypes he is firmly enthat poke out, but most may find trenched in the story
themselves feelingapologeticwhen
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Nancy Gerou

Student Development Office
Student Center (firstfloor) 1401
900 Broadway
Seattle, Wa 98122
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Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm

Congratulations to Clubs of
the Month!

ASSU NEWS
Attention all student leaders:
Get more involved and run for an

Winter quarter results

January- Coalition for Global Concern

ASSU position today!

Coaltion for Global Concern went to Ft. Benning, Georgia for the national
protest of the School ofthe Americas and are currently planning a trip to
Washington D.C. to lobby for the school's closure.

7 days left to
declare candidacy !

Febuary-Special Olympics Club
In their first quarter of existancethe Special Olympics Club managed to log
534 hours of community service with the Rolling Eagles Special Olympics
team. The fifteen active members give amazing support to the community
of athletes through their coaching,encourgement and friendship.

Declaration forms are available at www.seattleu.edu/ASSU
and in the ASSU office. Declaration of candidacy period
closes April 17 at 6 p.m. Elections take place April 28-30.
Make a difference in your community and run for one of the
following positions.

March-Action
This quarter Actionhas volunteered for many different events and causes
ranging from a student pancake feed to a clothing drive for Goodwill. The
club also teamed up with OAR and helped plant trees in Auburn. Intotal
Action has worked on 39 projects with the help of 200 volunteers.

Positions include:
Sophomore, Junior, Senior, At-Large, Athletics,
Commuter,Resident, International, Minority, Non-Traditional President, Executive Vice President, Vice President of
Student Affairs, Vice President of Finance

Congratulations to these three clubs! Thank you to all those who nominated clubs, and if your nominated club did not recieve an award, please
feel free to nominate them again. The deadline for club of the month
nominations is the last day of each month and can be e-mailed to Sam Ko
at koh3@seattleu.edu

ASSU Spring Retreat

| Elections are coming, and we are calling for all student leaders interested to grab a declaration off our

web page or stop by our office. Our Spring Retreat and follow-up meetings have been working on our
expectations for the SpringQuarter and the projects and priorities that we have during theselast few
months in office.
*
Legacy/Transition Continuity is the first priority in working to bring in the 2003-2004officers
of next year.
*
Appropriations Reform Looking at better systems to serve our clubs and community.
*
Structural Improvement- How can ASSUbe most effective and efficient, with a transpaperent
and accessible structure.
Stay tuned for more reports on the progress. Now is the time to get involved if you want to be an
officer for next year!

-
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CLUB ANNOUNCEMENTS
the theme of Quadstock?

baseball team!

\

f~

Hui O NaniHawaii

The deadline for entries is April
14, 2003 at 9 p.m.
y
y V

">

Proudly presents

The 42nd Annual Luau

VSS
( {Vietnamese Student
Association)

Contact Rose Mac Rosales at 206-220-8229 with
any questions.

N

V

Spring Night Date AuctionDance
Campion Ballroom
8:30 p.m. to 12:30 a.m.
$8 Presale, $10 at the door
Featuring DJ Ryan Milano
Semi-formal dress attire

Come to our meetings:
Every Tuesday at 7:30 in the Student Center
Issues we are against:

s

TheDeath Penalty
Abortion
Euthanasia
Cloning

Stations of Injustice Week will take
place in the Pigott Atrium during the
week of April 14-19. Each station
will address a particular modern

.

social concern.

Check us out on the web: http://www.seattleu.edu/assu/index.htm
"
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Coalition for Global Concern is*
sponsoring a Stations of
Injustice Week

presents...

Saturday May 10, 2003
at 5:30 p.m. concert to follow at 10:00 p.m
by: Typical Hawaiians
$15
Tickets are
for the luau, $10 for the concert
and $22 for both.

V

Then join Students for Life!

SEAC is accepting entries via e-mail at
quadstock_2oo3@ yahoo.com. Entries should
include a working title and a discription no more
than 50 words. The winner will recieve two free
tickets for Quadstock 2003 and a free Quadstock
t-shirt.

Saturday April 12, 2003 at 3 p.m.
Watch them play a doubleheader at
Garfield High School.

Interested in supporting life?

(Do you have a great idea for

support the SU

Marketplace
100. For Sale
200. Help Wanted
300. Volunteers

"

f
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9.S S

side ofmom/employer whois
a stay at home mom, in need
Part-Time Babysitter
of an extra pair of hands!$12needed to provide occasional -$13/hour gross (based onexcare for our 5-year-old son. perience level.) Please conPay $10/hr. Call Eric orTerri tact Leann Brambach at
@ 206-762-3518.
Home Details, Inc.
Nanny Needed: Newcastle- (206)285-7656
Fast Side area family is seek- leann@homedetailsinc.com
ing a Nanny-Mother's helper Nanny needed, energetic,
to help care for their new in- non-smoker to care for a 3
fant twins. 20-30 hours/week, month girl inGreenlake area,
generally 3-4 per week, usu- P/T. Experience with newally morning shifts. Seeking borns preferred. Reference
a candidate whoisaccommo- required. Competitive wage.
dating and caring, calm and 206-650-7259, leave mesnurturing. Must have experi- sage.
ence workingas a Nanny and
with newborns. The candidate should be naturally orga- 500. For Rent
nized, tidy, self-directed, and
to help around ROOMFOR RENT
$750 1 block
c house. The atmosphere of IBR 625, 2 BR
the home is tidy, fun, laid- from SU, corner 135thAve/E
back, with emphasis on fam- Rmington Ct. Utilities inily-values. The Nanny can- cluded.
didate should feel comfortCall 206 232-9865
able working along

200. Help Wanted

13
400. Services

°

j

6CIS

500 ' F r Rent

600. Misc.
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Phone: (206) 296-6474

Fax: (206) 296-6477
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E-mail:
adinfo@seattleu.edu

Personals
Ifyou ever forget...just write I
love you weinerboy!!
on your handRobbie is weird. Iam Weinerboy, hear
me
* ding*
Row!!!
LorettaChu
Hot girls,
Weinerboy is back and ready
Ladiesfor some action. :)
Looking for two beautiful ladies to date two hansome Weiner boy?????

-Lipps & Kantner

Josh Lipps
X8439

Nate Kantner
x8307

PERSONALS
DROP
BOX IS

AVAILABLE
AT

Roses are RED,
Violets are BLUE,
AKPSI is inviting you!!!

THE CAC

Thursday, April 3rd
12:00 Pigt 102
Indians & Injyns get along
April 9th
Wednesday,
just fine on the 7th "24 hour
12:00 Pigt 102
quiet" floor.
Call Nicole for Info
DRAMA!
(206)817-6286

Hey sweetie-pie can you believe it's almost been a year? To Boysam
Ilove youmore now thanIdid YOUR EYES LOOK
the day we got together.
BEAUTIFUL
WITH

Pookie Bear
Thanks everone who helped
with Taize this year, It was a
success!
Godbless!!
n Home 348-4939

te

*ttle

DROP ONE IN
TODAY!

DOLLAR SIGNS IN THEM
FROM: J. Bauydan

THEY ARE FREE
AND

Ryan L.
How is that foot? Are we going to kick it soon?
Ifinally found the wine we
were f0r.....

APPEARINEVERY
ISSUE.

Bear,

you didn't lose my
niss you. Ididn't see you Ihope
number.....
today!

TRYIT!

"
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Editorial
Ifprofessors don't have to

be good, what's the point?

Youhave to wonder about a university that allof a sudden
wants to drop "teaching excellence"as one ofits requirements
for giving professors tenure ("Importance of excellent teaching questioned," Page 3). Or maybe you justhave to wonder
why the decision wasn't made earlier.
Proponents of the change in tenure criteria point out that the
faculty handbook already statesthat a professor'sprimary role
is to educatestudents throughexcellent teaching. And they are
correct. However, just because something is stated as a primary role in a handbook doesn't mean it willcome to fruition
during aprofessor's stay at SeattleUniversity. Thepossibility/
threat/consequence of not making tenure, however, holds a
little more weight thana section ofthe faculty handbook that
is probably at most skimmed over after the initial hiring and
the "honeymoon" periods are over.
Opponents of the change that the reasoning behind this
modification of tenure requirements is to shift the focusofSU
faculty towards research instead of superior teaching skill.
While research is undoubtedly an important aspect of any
university (cough*that wants to get those large research
—
funding checks*cough), something isn't right no matter
how trivial it may seem whenever researchis placed above
teaching skill on the priority list.
Perhaps the reason some faculty wants to get rid of the
requirement is that it places too much power in the hands of
studentsand those little evaluation forms we fill out at the end
ofeach quarter. And they may havea point. Because let's face
it: A lot of students give those forms less attention than they
give to theirlaundry. But another inescapable factis thatevery Charles A. Wesley

Music industry's off key

—

student hashad abad teacher during their SU academic career
(or at least thought they had a bad teacher). Some were
tenured; some were not. Aside from filing personal complaints, the only say students havein keeping thoseteachers in
check and out of a tenuredposition resides in those evaluation
forms. And even though some professors might slip through
the cracks, theideal is thatthose forms actually help determine
who gets tenure and who doesn't.
But maybe it is naive to assume students have a say. Maybe
it is naive to assume a quality education takes precedent over
money and reputation. Those must be two of the valuable
lessons we were sent here to learn.

Cover Editor
Iam sick and tired of reading
about how MP3s and peer-to-peer
file sharing are breeding a generation of criminals and killing the

music industry.
Big music companies wouldlike
everyone tobelieve thattheir recent
troubles are all the faultof teenage
—
deviants selfishly stealing music
they want you to think that everything that is wrong with these mul-

tinational behemoths is someone
else's fault. It couldn'tpossibly be
because they have made bad busiRetana,
Spectator
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ness decisions for decades, right?
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reason big music sucks.
Because letsface it, music today
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almost forgotten whatit sounds like.
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hope that maybeit will fill our collective void.
Regardless, the music industry
hasbeen screwedupfora long time.
Musicians get no rights, little pay,
and no say over how their music is
developed, marketed,, and sold.
Before the age of the MP3, musicians couldn't doanythingabout it.
As a result, music industry fat cats
got filthy rich, fat cats merged companies with fatter cats producing
the fattestcats, and with their influ-
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ence theyboughtupmarketsharein
production,distribution,andlicensing.
As a result, companies had less
and less incentive to investin their

would require a reorganization of
the industry, the mediaconglomerates instead chose to brand

music

tradingas a darkcrimeright next to
clubbing baby seals and stealing
from little old ladies. Instead of
musicians.
To the industry fat-cat, what in- realizing that the decrease in busicentive was there to build strong ness was theresultof bad musicand
musicians when so much more unfriendly business practices, the
money could be made up front by companies scrambled to regain tomanufacturing fads? Many musi- talcontrol overdistributionand revcians spoke out about the peril the enues.
Is it really that shocking that the
music industry would face by failing toallow music groupstomature music industry would actuallyalienand grow as artists, but nobody lis- ate their consumers?
'
Not really.
tened.
The same people who decided
So the music industry had cominvesting in the long-term
against
pletecontrol overdistribution (CDs
of their musicians sit and
growth
whose prices mysteriously never
came down), licensing (artists lost scratch their heads and try to figure
their rights the second they wrotea out how establishedbands sell milsong),and artistpay (whichusually lions consistently.The samepeople
amounted to next tonothing). As a who gouged their customers try to
result, thequality ofmusichas fallen, figure out why their new online
and asa result, the long-termviabil- music services, the legal alternaity of many projects currently in tive,are failing (even though these
progress islooking worseand worse. services themselves are so ridicuBasic business tells you that you lously limitedand controlled, you
should always invest in the long- don't
— evenown the music you pay
term, not theshort-term. The recent for you merelyrent it).
Basically what you have in the
stock-market bubble burst is a perindustry area few verypowmusic
fect example.
who don't have a
interests,
erful
EnterMP3s and whatyouhave is
about
through
clue
what
music is really
the
the stone that crashed
about, using heavy handed tactics
glass house.
Before MP3s, the music industry to try to control a system that has
could bully artists and consumers sucked from the start. They don't
withoutimmediatefearbecause they seem to understand why the music
effectively had a monopoly. They buying public is resisting their tocouldpay artistsnothing,break con- talitarian monopolies.
"You mean people don't want to
tracts if groups didn'tmake enough
—
money no matter how promising pay $17.00for a CD? Idon'tundertheband mighthave
— beenfive years stand!"
All it is are bad businessmen
down the road and charge conmaking bad business decisions
sumers artificially high rates.
But now they don't have total blamingtheir customers when their
control. Consumers who are fed up businesses do badly.
Itis sad,really, because in theend
withpaying too much forbadmusicthemusic
suffers. Goodmusic isn't
downloading
by
music
are
themilthe masses, and we all
available
to
Why
it.
paying
lions insteadof
for
result
suffer
because of it. I
Beas
a
they
it
as
a
crime?
don't
see
highly
The Beatles or
to
the
doubt
that
only
doing
they
cause
are
recordingindustry whatthe record- Bob Dylan would exist today if
ing industry had done to them for they were startingout in thecurrent
decades: screw them over while business climate, and that seems a
tragedy.
beingable to get away with it.
Instead of realizingthe business
See Industry page15
potential of thenew format, which
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Industry's )
blues

Thanks for making me who Iam

J.C. Santos
Opinion Editor

After four years of waiting, Ifinally sat down and did one of the
mostimportantassignments Seattle

University has to offer.
Earlier this week, students received an Outstanding Professor

professorwhochanged my life more
than any other, there is a lot more
gratitude to go around. So excuse
me while I turn into an Academy
Award winner, and spend the next
several paragraphstellingyou how
some of SU's finest contributed to
the person Iam today.
I'll start large. Thanks to those
professors who lit me on fire. For
guiding me to my passions. You
helpedmefind the writerinme. The
singerin me. The poet in me. The
traveler in me. The sociallyresponsible communicator in me. The
dreamer in me. The God in me. I
may not know where I'm going to
work after Igraduate, but Ihave a

nomination form in their e-mail. good idea about what Iwant to do
Hopefully you didn't delete it. with my life.
Hopefully, you at leastread it and
Thanks to those professors who
gave it some thought. But more
importantly, I hope you took the
timetoanswersix simplequestions
about a teacher atSU whohasmade
a difference in your life.
And don't tell me you haven't
had a professor worthnominating.
Dodginggood teachersat SUis like
trying tododgeraindrops.I'm serious.
Iwent to SU becauseI
had a gut
feeling that it had the capacity to
change my life inside andoutside
the classroom.
'
After four years,I mproud tosay
this school hasn'tfailed me.Filling
ou'anOutstanding Professornomination isjustasmall way of saying
thanks. However, I'd like to be a
little more specific.
A four-year transcript is one hell
of a sight. Each class has added a
newdimension tomylifethat helped
make me, me. While Inominateda

An openletter to theS.U.Community:

On behalf of Bon Appe'tit's
management and staff,I'dlike to

thank ailof the students, faculty
S.U. staff who took time to
".nd
j
respond to our foodservice surOur overall scores were very
positive. Nevertheless,thereare
manywayswecanimprove. Your
frank and honest feedback will
help. We have already acted on
many ofyourcomments and suggestions. Over the weeks ahead,
we will be incorporating many
moreofyour ideasinto ourdifferent operations.
As always, we encourageyour
continual feedback. Please feel
free to share your concerns with
any employeeor manager, fill out
a commentcard at any locationor
contact me directly at 296-6311

the first timeIfelt genuine
thrills in assignments. Icouldn't
wait to work on one of my final
exams. Yeah, 1 know, somebody
slap me. But honestly,performing
slampoetry for a finalis like asking
a kid to chew candy to get rid of a
cavity.
I've learned a lot more in four
years than Icould list. You freshmenarelucky. Foryou,it's just the
beginning. But I'm not totally
ter was

ing in zero gravity.

Thanks for teaching me about
God.I'vebeen a dedicatedCatholic all my life and before Icame to
SU; I
knew more about what Ibelieved than why Ibelieved it.Here, bummed about leaving school. It
Ilearned how peoplecan find God seems every time Idwell on an
—
intheir passions howGod speaks experience onthe brinkof completthrough people best when they do ingit, Imissout on the new exhilawhat they love the most. Ilearned
' rations of the future.
thatlhavenoreasontoproveGod s
Ihave SU to thank for teaching
existence. It is my search for God, me that.
not an established reality, that will
J.C.Santosisaseniorjournalism
fuel my desire forGod.

saw something in my writing and
And finally, thanks for giving andhumanities major. Contact
urged me to develop it. No matter meapassion for learning.Lastquar- him atsantosj@seattleu.edu
whatIdo until the day Idie, I
know
it will involve writing. You taught
me exordiums and five-W leads.
That it is okay to use "and"or "but"
at the beginningof a sentence, but
opportunities to see what the team
onlyjudiciouslyforeffect.Thatthere
does.
are times for "fireworks"and times
TheIrish exhibitiondebate gave
for parsimony. That my writing
—
the campus an opportunity to see
shouldn't be boring in fact, it is a
the debate team in action, and see
reflection of myself, Ishould take
what skills thedebaters havedevelpride in anything Iput on paper.
oped.
Thanks for showing me the
—
It was also extremelyentertainworld or at leastanother partofit.

From page 14
Maybe the reason my generationisso jadedabout the world is
because at every turn the corporatesystem kills off whatever or
whoevermightgive voice tohope.
It is hard to believe in anything
when the only person talking is
some fluffy jackass who won'tbe
in front of the microphone for
longer than five minutes. My
generation'sPaul McCartneyand
JohnLennonare working40hours
a week for some company, and
I'm a music-stealing criminal.
What is wrong with this picture?

Charles Wesley is a juniot
English major. Contacthim at
wesleyc@seattleu.edu

Promote your club at SU

ing,not onlybecauseoftherelevant

Talk about virgin eyes. As soonas I
saw thecolumnsofSt.Peter'sSquare
in Rome, Iknew that in my entire JENNIFER DINNING
life, Ihad never seen anything of Spectator Columnist
After this week,Iam convinced
comparable magnificence. Travelthat
an excellent way to improve
ing abroadhumbledmy knowledge
club is to hold exhibition
your
of the world. Idiscovered the imevents
on campus.
reading
portant distinction between
What
didIdothis weekthatgave
about something and experiencing
me such an opinion? Iwas fortunate enough, as a member of the

Letters to the Editor
Will feed for
feedback

it.Reading art textbooks,watching
live newscastsfromIraqorlooking
at pictures of the stars is nothing
comparedtoseeingMichelangelo's
David in the distance at Florence's
Accademia Gallery, trudging
through Baghdadin a tank, or float-

Courageous Iraq
coverage
Dear Scan and the editorial staff
of Vie Spectator,
Last week's editionof The Spectator was impressive, both in its
courageanditscoverage.I
justread
a New York Times article on how
apathetic college students are in
terms of the war,and sent themoff
a lettercriticizing themfornotlookingbeyondtheHudsonRiver. Iwas
particularlypleased with the editorial page and your exhortation to
students to take a stance. It was a
bold move,andIvery muchappreciate your work.
Many thanks,
Theresa Earenfight
AssistantProfessor of History

TheSpectator welcomes the
campus community's comments. Pleaselimit letters to
350 words andinclude your
year, major and/oraffiliaor hofforb@seattleu.edu.
again
helping
Thanks
for
us tion with Seattle University.
yourdiningexperience
make
bet- Submit them by mail or to
spectator@seattleu.edu by
Monday before print. The
Buzz Hofford,
Spectator reserves the right
General Manager
to edit submissions.
Bon Appe'tit
j

This is one of the
best ways to get
new

members...Make
your voice heard
and you willfind

Seattle University debate team, to
be able to participate in an exhibition debate with the Irish Championdebate team.

support.

Aside fromthemultitudeof benefits Ireceived through meeting
people from another country and
seeing their perspective on current
events, and the fact that Colm,
Alison,and Leo (theIrishdebaters)
arehilarious, wonderfulpeople,the
event wasgreat for the debate team,
the audience and SU as a whole.
SU does not host debate tournaments, so the campus, professors
and studentsalike,donothavemany

topic of theusefulness oftheUnited
Nations, but also because of the

many jokes and wisecracks made
by the Irish team.
Many studentsbecame interested
in debate by watching this event,

and inquired about joining the team
directly after the debate ended.

/pk jjtfk

benefits because of the positive
publicity.Thisparticulareventmade
the front pageof thelocalsection of
the SeattleTimes.
So,ifyouare amember orofficer
in a club, create events on campus
and publicize them.This is one of
the best ways to get new members,
and get the recognition youdeserve
as a valuable partofthe SU community.
Make your voice heard and you
will find support.
And ifyou are not a member of a
club, attendexhibitionevents!You
may just find something you like.

Jennifer Dinning is a creative
writing and humanities major.
Contact
her
at
dinninj© Seattle,edu

PHONE:
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The team also benefits because
administratorsand ASSU have an
opportunityto see the value ofdebate as a part of Seattle University
and see the qualityof theSU team.
This may mean more respect, recognition and perhaps even more
funding in the future.
Seatl/e University at large also

,

Seattle, WA 98122

enthusiastic members.

These students may also have discovered an activity that they really
enjoy.

(206)296-6471
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This is good for the team. Every
team needs
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Footnotes
If you were a potato Nothing Happened Last Week
chip, what kind would
IT'S A TOOM-AH!

yoube?

Some news revelations can turn
any man'sstomach. According to a
Reuters piece on Monday,Mar. 3 1
that's just exactly what happened
toEgyptianMamdouhEissawhen
doctorsexaminedhis digestiveorgan to find a 50 pound tumor inside, jellin' like a felon. Eisssa reportedtophysicians atatumorinstitute inthenorthernEgyptian town of
Damietta after complainingof prolonged stomachpains. The man also
displayed a gross swelling in his
belly that one doctor was quoted
saying looked like a "fullterm pregnant woman carrying twins."

.

JUNK INTHE TRUNK
Praise be to the Italian town of

"I'dbe Thin-n-Crispy, because I'mflaky"
JULIA CRAIN,FRESHMAN,
POLITICAL SCIENCE (LEFT)

"I'dbe BBQ, because everybody likes them and
they'vegot a bit ofkick to them"
GINA NAPOLIELLO, FRESHMAN,
NURSING (RIGHT)
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"Tim's Cascade Jalapeno Chips because you just

don't know quite what to expect.

"

kevin fitzgerald, sophomore,
History

Vinci which became a little more
liberaland a wholelot morenas-tay,
according to a sex-relatedarticle by
Reuterslast Monday.Thenews wire
reportedontheburg's newest tourist
attraction, the "Love Car Park",
which consists of a renovated car
park furnished with softlightingand
trash bins forcondoms.That's right,
you guessed it, Vinci (infamous for
itsRenaissance sonLeonardo)hasa
bonafide sex park. Quoth Mayor
Giancarlo Faenzi, "We're just recognizingthatyoungpeopleloveeach
other."
Accordingto Reuters, thecar park
seems tobe gaining use, since some
Italians over the age of 30 whostill
live with their parents, use a car's
back seat as a substitutebed.And as
long as the windows are covered to
protect the children's eyes from indecentobscenities ("Mommy,those
two peoplearekillingeach other!"),
car sex remains legal in CatholicItaly.For some, the"Love CarPark"
couldn'thavearrivedat a bettertime.
Things weregettingout ofhandlast
month when the more amorousItalians, namely an 85-year-old man
and his 74-year-old lady friend COME ON!I
STAYEDUP ALL
were caught having sex in a car NIGHT DYING MY UNDERpark next to a school and given a WEAR
two-month suspended sentence.
It's reallynot this reporter's fault
thatthiscolumnhas becomeashameless epicenterforreadingabout weird
GROWING INTHE DORMS
know,
Asmanynodoubt
lastTues- anti-war stunts and protests.
day, Apr. I brought April Fool's They. .just. ..keep. .coming. This
Day to thehallowedcampusof Se- time wehighlight a47-storeyParis
attle University. Pranks, though, skyscraper, which according to
seem to have either been forgotten, Reuters last Tuesday, was scaled
abandoned, or gone unreportedby bya 'self-styledSpiderman'.Withthestudentpopulace,manyof whom, outsafetyequipment, frenchie Alain
had thesignificantholidaypassthem Robert climbed to the top of the
by. Not so for LiveJournal poster TotalFinaElf tower in the La Detiffofanie.
fense business center. As he held up
Inheronline diary,theSU student a "NoWar" bannerand was escorted
recorded a truly unique joke she by police back down the building,
witnessedoutsideherdormroomon Robersaid,"The warthatthe Amerithe fated day. "i heard some sort of cans and the British are waging is
commotionoutsidemy doorand was illegal."Polls inFrance still showcalled out to see what the distur- casean overwhelmingoppositionto
bance was." wrote tiff, "apparently theU.S. led warin Iraq.
friendsof neighbor to thelefthad
bought SOD and put it down on
VIOLENT ARROWS
neighbor's FLOOR, so he had a
School shootings hit a new low
carpet of GRASS, it smelled like last Wednesday, Apr. 2, when
summer, and it was fun to walk on. Reuters touched onthe story of two
and they printed up a sign that said: female Australian students seriplease do not walk on fresh grass, i ously woundedbyafreakin' crossalmost died. iwouldhave shotany- bow.A teen boy at the girls' Sydney
one who did that to OIJR room,but high school shot an arrow through
it was amusing to witness at least!" the chest of one victim, and theproThis reporter's undying thanks to jectilepassed throughthe legsof the
reliable source tiff for the laugh and other.Theboy was then tackledand
thesod planters, wherever youmight subdued by another student as he
tried to light a petrol bomb.
be.
"It couldhave been horrendous,'"
VIDEOGAMES
said a caller to a local Sydney radio

.

..

"What's the sexy kind ofpotato chip?"
ADRIAN JOHN, SOPHOMORE,
SOCIAL WORK
PHOTOS BY ABBY LAXA / STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

Innews relevantto noone butour
good friend Michael, Reuters reported last Tuesday on a study that
found people in homes with a less
than $35,000 annual income spend
moretimeplaying videogames duringtheweekthan those earningmore
than $74,000. The Jupiter Research
study also discovered teenagers
spend more time playing games
than readingbooks or magazines.
As Michael and any othersofhis ilk
willalreadyknow, video game and
hardware sales spiked to over $10
billion in the United States during
2002.
The study also discovered that
girls favored "parlor" and simulationgames(The Sims,AnimalCrossing) while boys favored action and
adventure gamesmore (GrandTheft
Auto: Vice City, Metroid Prime,
Splinter Cell...murder, death, kill,
you get the idea). 21 percent of girls
said they do not play games at all.
while only 2 percent of boys surveyedprovided the same response.
"Doboyslike gamesmore than girls'.'
Myassumption is no theydon't, and
the market is underserving women."
JayHorwitz.thereport'sauthor,said.
"I don't fundamentally think that
boys like games more than girls."

"
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station, who reported he had a
nephew at the school. Police have
yet to file chargesagainst the young
suspect apprehended after the inci-

dent.

HARRY LIVES
In lighter news sure to please
Jamila Johnson, the Reuters
newswireshot a bit straight out of
AmsterdamlastFriday,whereHarry
Potter author J.K. Rowling won
her court case to block the publi-

cationofaRussianhack imitation
novel about a girl wizardnamed
"Tanya Grotter." The author.
Dmitry Yemets, claims his novel
serves as a parody of Rowling's
HarryPotterandthe Philosopher'.v
Stone. Rowling is currently expecting the publication ofthe fifth book
in the Potter series, Harry Potter
and the Order of the Phoenix, as
wellas salivatingover the expected
gross ofthe thirdPotter movie, starring Daniel Radcliffe as the titular

hero/magicnerd.

GOING BLINDFOR MANKIND
Finally,theweekended onafiendishly hilarious note, concerning
(what else) another anti-warmovement. Theday was Saturday,Apr.
5 when this reporter stumbled
website,
the
upon
www.masturbateforpeace.com,
which championsacause promoting self-love in times of crisis and
war. Seriously. The welcomemessage on the site's front page reads,
"Threats of terrorismand mass destruction have filled the world with
fear and brought us perilouslyclose
to worldwideconflict. There's no
greater antidote for war than
love...replace those negative feelings with love and you're halfway
towardsresolutionof any conflict."
Heading home with the clincher,
the message continues, "However,
anyreal love must start from within.
You can't love others without loving yourself first. And, of course,
masturbation is the greatest expression ofself-love.So it'snatural that
we, the citizens of the world, are
joining together to masturbate for

peace."
In addition

to international peti-

tions, a sex toy shop, and helpful

self-love techniques for both males
and females, the site alsoboasts an
impressive array of catch phrases
for print on bumper stickers, including. "Touch your sack, not Iraq,"
"MyBushdoesn'tdeclare war,"and
(thisreporter's favorite) "War is out.
pound your trout."
Scan Reidcompiles strange stories
for car park love. Send him any odd
newsat reids@seattleu.edu

